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Abstract:
Improving agricultural productivity in developing countries is crucial for food security and economic prosperity. This research investigates the application of effective agricultural systems focused at short-term harvests in order to increase production rates and optimize supply chain efficiency. This study's focus on innovative farming techniques, technology adoption, and supply chain management improvements desires to assist policymakers, agricultural practitioners, and stakeholders with practical knowledge. This study focuses on multiple cultivation using the ground and the spaces accessible above it; therefore, the cost will remain constant or as low as possible. Cultivators will use minimal effort to bring out maximum harvest where they will use less labour as the ground is the same. This study will discuss on efficient cultivation strategies, Short term harvests and production rates, Optimizing supply chain efficiency, Innovative farming techniques and technology adoption, Supply chain management improvements and actionable insights for sustainable agricultural development. Through an emphasis on innovative farming methodologies, technological integration, and enhancements in supply chain management, this study endeavours to furnish actionable insights crucial for policymakers, agricultural practitioners, and stakeholders invested in the agricultural sector. The study emphasizes the vital role of customized changes in agricultural methods in addressing hurdles and maximizing on potential for sustainable agricultural growth. (Kouvelis et al., 2006)

According to the findings of this study, the majority of cultivators work on the ground surface. They are spending money on fertilizer, water, and insecticides. One farmer can grow cauliflower, which will occupy the ground's surface. Malabar spinach will occupy the air area starting two feet above the ground. Again, a loft can be built five to six feet above ground to grow several sorts of beans. Other short-term crops such as chilies, spinach, lettuce, and radish can be grown in the gaps between the cultivation bays. In sum, all four layers of crops will need the same quantity of fertilizer, insecticides, and water. Thus, the cost will be almost the same, but the outcome will be four times higher.
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Introduction:
Agriculture is a key factor of economic development across numerous countries that are developing, creating livelihoods and assuring food security. However, agricultural output in these areas is typically limited by resource scarcity, erratic climates, and inadequate methodical knowledge. This research explores the novel possibilities of efficient farming practices for overcoming these limitations, including targeting short-term multiple harvests to increase production rates as well as utilizing the ground and spaces, thus optimize supply chain processes.

One of the main reason of over pricing is the cost which is mainly depended upon the farming strategies and the knowledges of the farmers. It is also influenced by the climate, yet this component can be modified depending on the local climate and few other factors. Farmers can maximize yields while reducing resource waste by applying precise agricultural procedures that optimize the use of inputs such as water, fertilizers, and pesticides. The emphasis on short-term harvests is strategic, with a view to rapidly increasing agricultural outputs and ensuring food security in the immediate future. Accelerating crop cycles through the implementation of fast-growing variety or improved agronomic procedures allows farmers to satisfy immediate food demands and create cash more quickly. In addition, timely harvesting and efficient post-harvest management are critical for decreasing losses and enhancing overall supply chain efficiency.

This study also addresses supply chain optimization. Strengthening transportation infrastructure, creating storage facilities, and improving market access can reduce post-harvest losses and allow farmers to reach lucrative markets. Developing countries can realize their entire agricultural potential by implementing efficient agricultural processes which encourage short-term harvests and multi-layer cultivation.

Literature Review:
Effective cultivation practices improve agricultural productivity. Precision agriculture techniques, agro ecological practices, and technological adoption have all been proved to increase yields while saving resources. Furthermore, research emphasizes the significance of timely harvesting with a multi-layer short term cultivation process in decreasing post-harvest losses and boosting market access for farmers in developing nations.

1. Efficient Cultivation Strategies: Several studies have emphasized the need of using efficient cultivation practices for boosting agricultural productivity in developing countries. Precision agricultural strategies, such as site-specific fertilizer management and precision irrigation, have been proven to maximize resource utilization and crop yields.

2. Short-term Harvests and Production Rates: The concept of emphasizing short-term harvests to increase productivity is consistent with studies requesting for faster crop cycles and quick-turnaround agricultural activities. (Ziari et al., 2022) discovered that early maturing crops could drastically cut harvest time, enabling farmers to more easily adapt to market demands and seasonal boundaries.

3. Supply Chain Efficiency: Improving supply chain efficiency is essential to achieving the best use of agricultural productivity. (Buzby & Hyman, 2012) and (Reardon et al., 2003) highlight the importance of reducing post-harvest losses through better storage facilities, transportation infrastructure, and market access.

4. Integration of technology and innovation: Technology adoption plays as a key in improving agricultural production in underdeveloped countries. The literature highlights the promise of digital
technologies, such as mobile applications for market information distribution, AI Atomization and effective warehouse management and digital education for precision agriculture. (A Sied et al., 2024)

Conceptual framework:
This conceptual framework tries to clarify how the best use of ground and immediate above airspaces can be utilized to get the maximum output from a single ground with the least possible cost. Several factors interact to drive the adoption of AI and digital warehousing, fertilization and pesticide in modern farming system. Focusing on current research and theoretical perspectives, this framework provides an approach to understand the multi-dimensional behaviour of farming and production in different type of climates of developing countries.

1. Theoretical Foundation: A review of relevant studies on agricultural productivity in emerging countries. Concepts for efficient cultivation practices, such as intercropping, crop rotation, and the application of relevant technologies. The significance of short-term harvests in ensuring food security and economic stability.

2. Crop Diversification: The benefits of crop diversification in terms of risk mitigation and soil fertility augmentation has been seen during the study. Case studies demonstrates successful crop diversification models in various locales.

3. Intercropping Techniques: Intercropping diversified techniques are clarified along with their impact on land use efficiency. Analysis of how multi-layer cultivation might increase productivity by reducing insects.

4. Precision agriculture: Introduction to precision agriculture technologies to improve resource use by utilizing the multi-layer spaces including the ground. Precision agriculture improves production while reducing environmental effect.

Research Methodology:
The methodology employed in this study aims to evaluate and verify the implementation of efficient cultivation approaches to improving agricultural performance in developing countries, particularly focusing on achieving short-term multi-layer harvests to boost production rates with minimum costing.

1. Study Design: This study employs a mixed-methods approach, integrating quantitative and qualitative tools to assess the effectiveness of efficient farming procedures. The research will be carried out in chosen countries that are known for agricultural difficulties and potential for improvement.

2. Sampling Strategy: Purposive sampling will be utilized to determine representative regions or communities in target countries. The selection criteria will consider various factors such as agricultural production, common cultivation practices, and regular cultural practices by the locals.

3. Data Collection Methods:
   • Surveys and Questionnaires: Farmers and agricultural stakeholders will be surveyed in order to collect quantitative data on current cultivation practices, resource utilization, multi-layer production rates, and warehousing. The survey will also include questions about the use of novel farming techniques and technological integration.
   • In-depth interviews and focus group discussions: This discussions will be conducted with key informants such as farmers, casual labours and supply chain actors. These qualitative methodologies provide insights into the barriers opportunities, and perspectives of efficient cultivation strategies.
• Field observations and case studies: Observations and case studies will be evaluated for farming operations, crop cycles, and post-harvest handling procedures. Lessons learnt will be extracted from case studies of successful implementations of efficient cultivation systems.

4. Data analysis:
- Quantitative Analysis: Survey data will be evaluated using statistical methods such as descriptive statistics, correlation analysis, and regression modelling to determine correlations between cultivation practices, production rates, and supply chain efficiency indicators. All collected data will be analysed by IMB SPSS, Orange ML and Power BI.
- Qualitative data from interviews: This study mainly focuses on groups of crops, fields and cultivators. Field observations will be thematically analysed to identify recurring themes, patterns, and qualitative insights. These findings will supplement quantitative results and offer various interpretations.

Results and Discussion:
The results section contains findings from practical experiments and data analysis. It studies the effects of various cultivation methods on production rates, intercropping and crop rotation, application of relevant technologies, resource efficiency and cost mitigation. The discussion focuses on the importance of these findings for agricultural sustainability, rapid production boost and smooth economic development in developing countries.

1. Effectiveness of Efficient Cultivation Strategies: The study found that implementing efficient cultivation tactics, such as precise agriculture methods depending upon the climate and local practices, concept of multi farming practices and economic farming, is not considerably familiar in the developing countries. Farmers using precision irrigation, site-specific fertilization management, and combined pest control will achieve increased crop yields while reducing input costs and environmental effect.

2. Short-term, multi-layer harvests: The emphasis on short-term multi-layer harvests will be increasing production rates and enhance food security. Early maturing varieties of crops and modified crop cycles will allow farmers to respond more quickly to market needs meeting the seasonal limits with a handsome amount of profit. The use of this method will boost revenue from agriculture and reduce vulnerability to food shortages.

3. Impact on Supply Chain Efficiency: The adoption of efficient cultivation methodologies will lead to improved supply chain efficiency. Upgrades to transportation infrastructure, digital warehouse management and the use of digital AI technologies will improved total harvesting management and easy market access. Both farmers and consumers will be benefited in terms of cash and usage. (Abu Sied et al, 2024)

4. Technology Integration and Innovation: The incorporation of technology, such as mobile applications for market information dissemination, use of material handling equipment’s (MHE) and automatic pest control system, is urgently required for improving agricultural techniques and supply chain operations. Farmers using digital and improvised tools and techniques made more informed decisions with impressive results within efficient resource allocation.
Challenges and opportunities:
Implementing efficient farming methods in developing countries to increase production rates and accelerate supply chain efficiency brings both challenges and opportunities that must be properly handled to ensure effective agricultural transformation and smooth supply chain.

Challenges:
1. **Limited Access to Resources**: Many short capital farmers in developing countries encounter difficulties in obtaining critical resources such as high-quality seeds, fertilizers, and irrigation technologies required for efficient agriculture methods. Due to their limited capital and high level poverty, very often they are unable to manage the required material in a timely sequence.

2. **Climate Variability**: Many cultivators are facing difficulties due to unpredictable weather patterns and climate changes including various act of gods. Farmers must gather knowledge and alter their farming practices to deal with droughts, floods, and other harsh weather events.

3. **Technological Barriers**: Adoption of modern technology such as mobile app based reminder system, condition identifying system through app, precision agriculture, use of AI, modern MHEs and digital tools necessitates technical expertise. Though these may need little large amount of investment however, the production and profit both will be beyond expectation level. Farmers may struggle to utilize technology due to a lack of access to information and communication technologies (ICTs), though these field may require thorough research in coming future.

4. **Infrastructure constraints**: Inadequate rural infrastructure, such as poor road networks and limited market access and excessive transport costing impedes the efficient movement of agricultural produce from fields to markets, resulting in post-harvest losses and lower profitability.

Opportunities:
1. **Knowledge Transfer and Capacity Building**: Investing in farmer’s ground level education, training, and extension of loan facilities can provide farmers with the confidence and skills they need to implement for effective farming techniques, thus increase the productivity.

2. **Technology Innovation**: Advancements in agricultural technology, like mobile applications, automatic pesticides and fertilization system, and application based information and reminder system, provide prospects to improve precision agriculture and maximize the use of resources in developing countries.

3. **Public-Private Partnerships**: Collaborations between governments, private sector entities, NGOs, and research institutions may capitalize assets and knowledge to promote sustainable agricultural practices and address supply chain production challenges.

4. **Value-Chain Integration**: Expanding market infrastructure and value-chain development can help smallholder farmers to elevate supply chain efficiency and market access. All tyre of supply chain starting from the cultivator, processors, dealers, retailers and consumers will cumulatively improve the product boosting in all level.

5. **Climate Based Agriculture**: Fostering climate based agricultural methods such as water-efficient irrigation, soil conservation, and agricultural forestry will assist farmers to build adaptation to climate change while also increasing productivity and sustainability.
Conclusion
To summarize, the introduction of multi-layer short term farming systems contains an immense potential to boost agricultural performance in developing countries, particularly in terms of multi production rates and maximize agricultural performances. This study's significant findings and implications show the transformative potential of implementing innovative farming practices, best use of land and spaces, and harnessing technological breakthroughs.

Efficient and effective cultivation systems, such as precision agriculture and multi-layer short term cultivation methods, have proven to be beneficial in optimizing resource use, minimizing the costing and boosting crop yields as well as reduce environmental impact. Farmers who all adopt short-term harvests and regulate crop cycles, can respond more quickly to market needs and increase food security in their communities.

Integrating digital technologies, such as mobile application based cultivation, pesticide and irritation system, improves farmer decision-making and knowledge dissemination. Access to real-time data and information enables farmers to make more informed decisions, enhance production practices, and boost overall agricultural productivity in a comfortable costing limit.

In conclusion, the study's findings and insights emphasizes the need of efficient and effective cultivation practices as a means for boosting agricultural performance in developing countries. The evidence-based recommendations stated, can help policymakers, practitioners, and stakeholders to develop and implement actions that fully exploit agriculture's potentials to transform economies and social sustainable future.
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**Recommendations for Future Research:**
Basing on the results and conclusions obtained through this study finds numerous recommendations for future research directions. Few of these recommendations are given bellow:

1. **Technology Adoption and Adaptation:** Explore the factors that influence the adoption and application of modernized and digital agricultural technologies, particularly amongst small-scale farmers in developing countries. Investigation on novel techniques to accelerate technological dissemination will open a new era in the production and economical boost.

2. **Anticipatory Action Research:** Involving stakeholders in active research, such as farmers, consumers or users, local communities, researchers, and policymakers, to co-design and implement context-specific interventions.

3. **Multi-layer cultivation System:** Future research opportunities in multi-layer cultivation provide interesting potential to explore and advance sustainable agriculture practices. Research in these sector will entirely enhance the food security to the local and boost the economic growth.
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